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ABOUT OUR COMPANY

Fanset International is built on the principle of customer focus through
offering innovative solutions that enables customers to efficiently
manage their operations.
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Our Core Competences

Industry Experts Led

Our company was established in 2016 by Industry Experts who are
motivated to bring world class solutions.

Pan African Footprint

Fanset has expanded it's footprint into the region establishing operations
in Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe

Our Mission

To be a innovative technology solutions provider of choice, that improves
business efficiency 

Strategic Pillars

Customer focused product development
Modern Technology framework
Highly skilled and dedicated team
Responsive IT infrastructure
Operational Excellence



OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Our Advanced Fuel Monitoring Solution provides you with
precise knowledge of the actual fuel on your vehicles, generators or
earth moving machinery, giving you accurate information on the
amount of fuel re-fillings, location of filling, as well as prevent fuel
siphoning hence reducing losses while helping companies make
more profits. This world class solution allows you to benchmark
drivers and machine operators and site managers through our
various intuitive reports and notifications through sms and email
notifications.

Parameters measured:
1. Accurate fuel fillings
2, Accurate fuel consumption
3. Report fuel siphoning or thefts
4. Unnecessary idling 
5. Driver behaviors such as poor driving habits
6. Free vehicle tracking service and reports
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FANtracker Advanced Fuel Monitoring

Fact about transport business:
"60% of running transport business is Fuel costs

& up to 20% is theft or asset misuse" 
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FANtracker Fleet Management Solution

FANtracker Fleet Solution provides accurate real time tracking
updates where ever you're through our responsive data-lite mobile
app and web solution. best world mapping and satellite mapping
coupled with street view gives you total control of your fleet and
assets. Full tailor made reports that covers speeding, driver
behavior, accidents reconstruction and investigation, maintenance
and service reminders are all available for all our customers through
sms and email notifications.

Parameters measured:
1. Accurate real-time tracking 
2. Real-time speed monitoring
3. Driver behavior such as harsh braking, acceleration, excessive
idling etc
4. Accident reconstruction and crash notifications.
5. Driver performance rating

Additional Attributes:
1. Multiple Driver Identification
2. Real-time tracking
3. Remote immobilizer
4. Panic button
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Vehicle Camera Surveillance

Our vehicle surveillance solution creates maximum value for our
partners, deployed on public transport, taxis, school buses, trucks and
other areas. The solution allows automatic capturing of photos and
videos, transmitted in real-time or recording for review when need
arise, the solution has emerged as the best solution to fight crime
through facial recognition and Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Parameters measured:
1. Capturing of still photos and videos
2. Real-time transmission of photos and/videos
3. Driver fatigue or destruction detection
4. Accident reconstruction and investigation.
5. Cargo theft or unauthorized loading



Our Fuel Monitoring for Tankers is equipped with explosion proof
sensors to ensure maximum safety on the roads. This solution
allows you to monitor and control the actual fuel being delivered,
decanting process, identifying thefts and fraud during distribution
through falsification of figures on refueling or decanting. 
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Fuel Monitoring for Tankers

Fuel Monitoring for Storage Tanks

Our Fuel Monitoring for storage tanks allows our customers to
know the actual fuel level in the storage tanks, actual fuel refiling
and usage in real-time from anywhere in the world. Say good bye
to use of inaccurate dip sticks on depots, falsified readings on
delivery or inaccurate usage recordings.

Generator Monitoring 

Fantracker Generator monitoring solution enables you to monitor
your fuel levels in different sites, get information about fuel
consumption and running hours. The system enables you to
effectively maintain Generators service schedules through
accurate reporting of running hours. For MNOs with generators in
the remotest of areas the solution gives you total control or
refueling schedules, theft or falsified recordings by drivers or
security personnel manning the sites



“Two-thirds of mobile employees and sales representatives admit they do
their personal business at work.”

FieldForce allows you to to manage their mobile workforce in the most
efficient way knowing what they are doing and how tasks are being
performed. The product enables you to utilize your mobile labor
resources to the fullest extend and develop accurate productivity and
financial metrics within mobile teams such as merchandisers, drivers,
messengers etc.
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FieldForce 
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FieldForce 

FieldForce enables you to maximize the efforts of all field workforce
through:
1. Location - Control and monitor workforce movement online
2. Tasks - Schedule task, send it to employee's smartphone and watch
the performance.
3. Analytics - Analyze the results, take into account the time spent in
every task place and spent fuel.
4. Statuses – Let employees update how they are doing through the
status function e.g. busy, driving, lunch etc.
5. Chats – Communicate with your workforce conveniently through the
chat feature
6. Integration- Fully integrate FieldForce with other existing
infrastructure and applications for you to conduct deeper optimisation
of the company.



Transfornet is a must have electricity transformer monitoring end-to-
end solution which delivers to 24/7 information and transformer usage
and safety data. Electricity companies are able to eliminate losses that
happens with transformers theft, damage and misuse bymonitoring the
following parameters:
1. Temperature levels for oils
2. Unauthorised access and access control
3. Realtime sms, email and platform alerts
4. Intrusion sensors
5. Thrid party applications intergration through API

Through use of world class Artificial Intelligence (AI), Transfornet delivers
world class remote transformer monitoring capabilities that eliminates
losses suffered by electrivity companies. The solutions allows 
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Transfornet - Transformer Monitoring



FanGuard Security Guard Monitoring Solution is an online monitoring
solution that helps Security companies to manage security guards in real-
time by giving them power to the following:
1. Manage security guards activities online thereby reducing costs of
managing security guards from different sites.
2. Check guards site patrol reports from their mobile phones or wearable
device
3. Effectively enables incidents reporting by allowing guards to take and
send real-time pictures and record sound to help explain what happened
on site
4. Reduce cheating by security guards through real-time monitoring of
security guards activities and movements.
5. Panic button security guards can press “SOS” button from their mobile
phones to ask for help,  with supervisors being alarmed in real time
through notifications to their phones
6. Managers and supervisors are able to check and track through playback
to know when and where a security guard was on the site map
7. Allows management to effectively reward guards who are paid based
on time by allowing them to verify if the guard really worked as 
stipulated.
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FanGuard
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HomePoint

HomePoint is a total solution for Smart home security system through:
- High Definition Home surveillance systems
- Energy control system
- Access control
- Alarm control
- Home safety tips 
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HomePoint Infrastructure Setup

Push notifications of events (Android & IoS)
Email alerts
Secure cloud storage
Web monitoring & management 
API intergration and devlopment tools



Day by day, month on month Fanset International continues to
grow as the trusted brand in asset monitoring and business
performance enhancement partner. Here are some of our satisfied
partners using our solutions:
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OUR PARTNERS



CONTACT DETAILS

39 Van Praagh Ave,
Milton Park,
Harare
Tel: +263774119692, 
       +263775780180
E: info@fanset.net
W: www.fanset.net
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Zimbabwe Zambia 

19003 Off Parliament Rd,
Olympia Park,
Lusaka
Tel: +260967109897, 
       +260963043404
E: gmwansa@fantracker.net
W: www.fanset.net

3, Concorde Road East,
Bedfordview 2008,
Johannesburg
Tel: +27712420055
       +27829660677
E: cdembedza@fantracker.net
W: www.fantracker.net

South Africa

Fisherman Cove Estate B73,
Belombre, 
Mahe,
Tel: +2482565206
E: info@fanset.net
W: www.fanset.net

Seychelles


